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OVERVIEW  

The 2nd EIBA Summer School was held at the Universidad Internacional 
Menéndez Pelayo (UIMP) in Santander (Spain), from August 28th-September 1st 
2023. It was co-organized and co-sponsored by the CatChain Project “Catching Up 
along the Global Value Chains. Models, determinant and policies” and EIBA. 

This ediRon’s topic featured research methods and new approaches in 
internaRonal business for navigaRng innovaRon and catching-up in global value 
chains. 

The School aimed to provide parRcipants with tools to understand and tackle 
different dimensions of global value chains (GVCs) in IB. To do so, examples of 
tradiRonal and emerging IB topics were analyzed (i.e. internaRonal knowledge 
creaRon, GVCs formaRon and restructuring, and policy trends – especially in 
terms of sustainability and digital transiRon), illustraRng how to do jusRce to the 
conceptual and methodological challenges (and opportuniRes) characterizing the 
new internaRonal reconfiguraRon of GVCs. 

The study of GVCs require to account for more recent phenomena, such as big 
data, blockchains, AI, plaZorms, and complex networks. AddiRonally, it requires 
eclecRc methodological choices that combine mulRple methods to pursue 
rigorous, reliable and valid results. A[enRon was given to quanRtaRve, qualitaRve 
and mixed-methods, via lectures, seminars and workshops. 

Each day were analyzed different dimensions of innovaRon and GVCs by exploring 
a different IB topic. Daily sessions consisted of an iniRal inspiring lecture by an 
expert of the field, followed by a workshop on the associated challenges and 
opportuniRes of GVC in term of research design, data collecRon and data 
management, a methodological session on tradiRonal and advanced techniques 
and a workgroup for student training. The last day was devoted to the 
sustainability of research acRviRes and to the final presentaRons from 
parRcipants, who connected the knowledge and insights gained during the school 
with their own research. 

The Summer School offered lectures delivered by internaRonally leading scholars 
on the specific designated topic, methodological workshops and supervised 
tutorials/teamwork. 

Key features of the pedagogical approach adopted by the Summer School were 
as follows: 

• Morning lectures were offered by invited professors. Lectures covered a 
large variety of issues regarding recent advances in theory and applicaRons 
in IB. 

https://www.catchain.eu/wps/wcm/connect/Site/CatChain/Home/The+Project/
https://www.catchain.eu/wps/wcm/connect/Site/CatChain/Home/The+Project/


                                 

• Mid-day sessions were devoted to methodologies. 
• Aaernoon workshops were devoted to group work aimed to apply the 

issues and methodologies presented during the previous sessions, this 
likely connected to students’ research topics. 

• Evening social scienRfic dinners were to connect parRcipants, discuss paths 
of academic careers, publicaRon strategies, role of social media etc. 

 

Great importance was given to informal discussions, which were precious for 
sharing experiences and expanding networks, among parRcipants and with 
invited professors who were asked to stay a few days for that purpose.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Catchain project has received funding from the European Union's 
Horizon 2020 Marie Skłodowska-Curie Research and InnovaRon Staff 
Exchange (H2020-MSCA-RISE-2017) under Grant Agreement No 778398. 

 



                                 

FACULTY 

Isabel Álvarez Professor at Complutense University of Madrid, and 
Director of Complutense InsRtute for InternaRonal 
Studies 
 

Lucia Piscitello Professor at Politecnico di Milano and University of 
Reading, and Co-director of John H. Dunning Center 
for InternaRonal Business 
 

John Cantwell DisRnguished Professor at Rutgers Business School 
 

Torben Pedersen Professor at Copenhagen Business School 
 

Gary Gereffi Director of the Global Value Chains Center at Duke 
University 
 

LeRcia Blázquez Professor at University of CasRlla-La Mancha 
 

Javier Velázquez Full Professor at Complutense University of Madrid 
 

ValenRna De Marchi Associate Professor at ESADE Business School 
 

Massimo Riccaboni Professor at Scuola IMT AlR Studi Lucca 
 

Roberta Rabellon Full Professor at University of Pavia 
 

Dile[a Pegoraro Junior Assistant Professor at Politecnico di Milano 
 

Catherine Welch Professor at Trinity Business School 
 

ChrisRan Manrique Head of Infrastructure and Property Area at 
Santander Port Authority 
 

Ari Van Assche Full Professor at HEC Montréal 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                 

PARTICIPANTS 

Andrea Carrera                          Complutense University of Madrid 

Andrea Pallás Rocafull              University of Valencia 

Annabelle Brenes                          Henley Business School 

Aureliano da Ponte                          Complutense University of Madrid 

Camilo Alberto Castro              Tecnologico de Monterrey 

Carlos Alfonso Díaz                          Costa Rica InsRtute of Technology 

Carolina Marín-Cadavid              University of Strathclyde 

Emilia Eräpolku                          Aalto University School of Business 

Franklin Moya                          Complutense University of Madrid 

Giacomo Grassi                          Politecnico di Milano 

Gloria Duarte                          Complutense University of Madrid 

Ijeoma Ukeni                           University of Huddersfield Business School 

Jelena Korban                          Vienna University of Economics and Business 

Juan Du                                      University of Sydney Business School 

Kyoungseo Hong                            Rutgers Business School 

Maxim Grib                                      University of Erlangen-Nürnberg 

Mihaela Roibu                          Copenhagen Business School 

Naomi Lutskes                          WU Vienna 

Nikhila Raghavan                          University of Erlangen-Nürnberg 

Priyanshu ProRm Pathak              Politecnico Di Milano 

Robert Masua Bwana              University of Amsterdam 

Ruilin Yang                                      University of Toronto 

Tamara Brezighello                          Alliance Manchester Business School 

Tim Schroll                                      University of Hamburg 

Xiaocan Yuan                                      Warwick Business School 

Yuliia Kyrdoda                          University of Trieste 

 



                                 

PROGRAMME 

 

 

 

  



                                 

PICTURE GALLERY   

 

Opening Ceremony 

 

 

 

Group photographs 



                                 

PRE-SUMMER SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE 

 

 



                                 



                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                 

POST-SUMMER SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE 



                                 



                                 



                                 



                                 

 

 

  

 

 

 



                                 

Apart from the answers to the quesRons shown in previous graphs, there was an 
open quesRon for addiRonal comments. The students answers were the following 
ones: 

“Thank you, good food, lovely culture. I love EIBA! Thanks for organising the 
summer School” 

“The agenda and the organizaRon are amazing! Thank you so much!” 

“I enjoyed my Rme at the summer school very much as it provided a welcoming 
and inclusive environment. All the speakers were greatly knowledgeable and 
engaging, making the learning experience very enjoyable. Their responsiveness 
and willingness to help offered us opportuniRes to learn from different 
perspecRves. It would be nice to organize some ice-breaking acRviRes on the first 
day, which allow us to get to know each other more easily”.  

“What I parRcularly enjoyed were the atmosphere of the course (professional yet 
warm) that allowed for group cohesion and informal social networking, the 
excellent lectures, and the presence of world-leading faculty on GVCs. Staying at 
Palacio de la Magdalena was a plus, of course, and the city as a locaRon and the 
port visit there were great too”.  

“I have had a very great Rme at the Summer School. The lessons were great and I 
think I learned a lot of useful things for my PhD. It was also a very good 
opportunity for networking, not only with professors but also with other PhD 
students who might be future colleagues. The only thing I would say is that I 
missed some things from last year, for instance, the "gala" dinner that we had all 
together the last night. I think that was a great opportunity to conversate in a 
more informal scenario, so perhaps I would recommend recovering that for next 
year. Overall, though, I think it was a great Summer School, so thank you so much 
to the organisers and the parRcipant professors!” 

“It was my first event of this kind and I am extremely grateful that I had the 
opportunity to parRcipate. The Summer School has given me inspiraRon for my 
future research and I would like to express my warmest thanks to the organizers 
and lecturers who did a really great job. I have nothing to criRcize. Thank you very 
much for the great Rme”. 

“Thank you so much for this iniRaRve. The contents of the summer school were 
amazing. I really enjoyed the classes and learned a lot from the speakers. I also 
liked the workshop conducted by Dile[a and Catherine. It's good to pracRce what 
you learn from top academics while you receive feedback from them”. 

“I think it is important to receive more informaRon before a[ending the event. It 
was a surprise to know that I had to share a room with another. I was also unaware 



                                 

of the faciliRes available at the locaRon. Having the link to the venue beforehand 
would have been helpful in knowing what to pack or buy in the supermarket 
beforehand”. 

“EIBA Summer School was an insighZul experience. Thank you so much!” 

“I think the summer school in general was great. However, I have some 
organizaRonal suggesRons for the future: 1. It would be great to know in advance 
availability of professors and maybe to even book 1 to 1 sessions during this Rme. 
2. I would suggest not to send separate emails with slides from every session, but 
to combine those in one email for distribuRon. 3. I found that Thursday, despite 
very interesRng acRviRes, was very difficult. I think the whole team would have 
profited from a break aaer the port session. Thank you for the great week!” 

“It'd be nice to have short breaks (5 - 10 minutes) during the lectures” 

“Overall it was a very good experience. The lectures were very interacRve and 
capRvaRng. MeeRng the world-renowned researches in the field of IB and GVC 
was a decent opportunity to grow as an early stage researcher. I am thankful to 
the organising commi[ee for this amazing opportunity”. 

“A great event. The food was terrible though, should take more care of that next 
year”. 

“Please, extend the invitaRon to more Costa Rican universiRes. My tutor told me 
about the summer school and EIBA (he's from U Valencia)”. 

 


